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Status Update

• Since San Francisco (from -06 to -08):
  – 5 issues have been opened
  – 11 issues have been closed

• Currently:
  – 0 issues are being considered for closure
  – 1 issue is being discussed

• Issues are tracked at
  http://www.vcarddav.org/issues.xhtml
Major Changes (1/2)

- Made GEO a URI.
- Made TZ a URI or plain text.
- Added GEO and TZ parameters to ADR property.
  - ADR;GEO="geo:12.34,56.78";TZ=America/Montreal;...
- Completely reworked ABNF.
- GENDER was replaced by SEX.
  - SEX:1
Major Changes (2/2)

- Added the ANNIVERSARY property.
- New types of RELATED:
  - Spouse
  - Family
  - Friend
  - Manager replaced by supervisor
  - Supervisee
  - Colleague
  - Emergency
Open Issues

• Vendor registry.
  
  – draft-cridland-acap-vendor-registry-00
  
  • Property name: “VND-” vendor-tag
  • vendor-tag production needs to be tightened.
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